
 

                                   ICE-DANCE RULES COUPLES SEPARATION SEASON 2021-2022 -> 2022-2023 

 

 

Relève / JUNIOR and NOVICE 

  

Before selection into the cadres 2022-
2023 (without the possibility of reaching 
the criterias required for PISTE during 
season 2021-2022) 

Before selection to the cadres 2022-2023 
(with achievement of the required criterias 
for PISTE + participation in at least 2 National 
competitions among Test Skate/Swiss 
Cup/Swiss Championship during the season 
2021-2022) 

After cadres selection 2022-2023 (at the very 
beginning of the season) 

Partner who 
continue Ice-
Dance 

Integration to the list of athletes 
searching partner 

Integration to the list of athletes searching 
partner + Allocation of SOTC L or R for season 
2022-2023 

Integration to the list of athletes searching 
partner + Maintain SOTC for season 2022-
2023 

Partner who 
stopped Ice-
Dance 

Withdrawal from the current cadre (at 
the moment of separation) 

Withdrawal from the current cadre (at the 
moment of separation) 

Withdrawal from the current cadre (at the 
moment of separation) + Financial penalty 
due to the costs involved (camp booking, 
budgeting, partner search work, etc.) + 
STRICTLY NO possibility offered regarding 
what is mentioned below  

Case of re-
establishment 
of a couple 

→ Possible integration of the NEW 
COUPLE FORMED into the cadre during 
the SEASON 2022-2023 after evaluation 
following participation in the Swiss 
Championships, in case the athlete was 
part of the Junior National team or a 
National cadre with his/her/ FORMER 
partner during the SEASON 2021-2022.                                                                                       
→ No SOTC possible for the new partner  

→ Possible integration of the NEW COUPLE 
FORMED into the cadre during the SEASON 
2022-2023 after evaluation at a National 
competition (Test Skate/Swiss-Cups/Swiss 
Championships), in case the athlete was part 
of the National Junior team or a National 
cadre with his/her FORMER partner during the 
SEASON 2021-2022.                                                                                         
→ No SOTC possible for the new partner  

→ Possible integration of the NEW COUPLE 
FORMED into the cadre during the SEASON 
2022-2023 after evaluation by the National 
Ice Dance Coach, in case the athlete has 
obtained a selection in the Junior National 
team, in a National cadre or in the Novice 
Inter-regional cadre with his/her FORMER 
partner at the very beginning of the SEASON 
2022-2023.                                                                                       
→ No SOTC possible for the new partner 



 

 

 

Elite / SENIOR 

  

Before Selection into the cadres 2022-
2023 (without the possibility of reaching 
the criterias required for selection into 
the cadres for the season 2022-2023) 

Before selection to the cadres (with 
achievement of the required criterias for 
cader selection + participation in at least 2 
National competitions among Test 
Skate/Swiss Cup/Swiss Championship during 
the season 2021-2022) 

After selection to the cadres 2022-2023 (at 
the very beginning of the season) 

Partner who 
continue Ice-
Dance 

Integration to the list of athletes 
searching partner 

Integration to the list of athletes searching 
partner 

Integration to the list of athletes searching 
partner + Maintain SOC for season 2022-
2023 

Partner who 
stopped Ice-
Dance 

Withdrawal from the current cadre (at 
the moment of separation) 

Withdrawal from the current cadre (at the 
moment of separation) 

Withdrawal from the current cadre (at the 
moment of separation) + Financial penalty 
due to the costs involved (camp booking, 
budgeting, partner search work, etc.) + 
STRICTLY NO possibility offered regarding 
what is mentioned below  

Case of re-
establishment 
of a couple 

→ Possible integration of the NEW 
COUPLE FORMED into the cadre during 
the SEASON 2022-2023 after evaluation 
following participation in the Swiss 
Championships, in case the athlete was 
part of the National Elite team or the 
National Elite cadre with his/her/ 
FORMER partner during the SEASON 
2021-2022.                                                                                       
→ No SOC possible for the new partner  

→ Possible integration of the NEW COUPLE 
FORMED into the cadre during the SEASON 
2022-2023 after evaluation at a National 
competition (Test Skate/Swiss-Cups/Swiss 
Championships), in case the athlete was part 
of the National Elite team or the National Elite 
cadre with his/her FORMER partner during the 
SEASON 2021-2022.   → No SOC possible for 
the new partner  

→ Possible integration of the NEW COUPLE 
FORMED into the cadre during the SEASON 
2022-2023 after evaluation by the National 
Ice Dance Coach, in case the athlete has 
obtained a selection in the Elite National 
Team or in the National Elite cader with 
his/her FORMER partner at the very 
beginning of the SEASON 2022-2023.                                                                                        
→ No SOC possible for the new partner  

 



 

ICE-DANCE RULES COUPLES SEPARATION SEASON 2022-2023 -> 2023-2024 

 

Relève / JUNIOR and NOVICE 

  

Before selection into the cadres 2023-
2024 (without the possibility of reaching 
the criterias required for PISTE during 
season 2022-2023) 

Before selection to the cadres 2023-2024 
(with achievement of the required criterias 
for PISTE + participation in at least 2 National 
competitions among Test Skate/Swiss 
Cup/Swiss Championship during the season 
2022-2023) 

After cadres selection 2023-2024 (at the 
very beginning of the season) 

Partner who 
continue Ice-
Dance 

Integration to the list of athletes 
searching partner 

Integration to the list of athletes searching 
partner + Allocation of SOTC L or R for season 
2023-2024 

Integration to the list of athletes searching 
partner + Maintain SOTC for season 2023-
2024 

Partner who 
stopped Ice-
Dance 

Withdrawal from the current cadre (at 
the moment of separation) 

Withdrawal from the current cadre (at the 
moment of separation) 

Withdrawal from the current cadre (at the 
moment of separation) + Financial penalty 
due to the costs involved (camp booking, 
budgeting, partner search work, etc.) + 
STRICTLY NO possibility offered regarding 
what is mentioned below  

Case of re-
establishment 
of a couple 

→ Possible integration of the NEW 
COUPLE FORMED into the cadre during 
the SEASON 2023-2024 after evaluation 
following participation in the Swiss 
Championships, in case the athlete was 
part of the Junior National team or a 
National cadre with his/her/ FORMER 
partner during the SEASON 2022-2023.                                                                                       
→ No SOTC possible for the new partner  

→ Possible integration of the NEW COUPLE 
FORMED into the cadre during the SEASON 
2023-2024 after evaluation at a National 
competition (Test Skate/Swiss-Cups/Swiss 
Championships), in case the athlete was part 
of the National Junior team or a National 
cadre with his/her FORMER partner during the 
SEASON 2022-2023.                                                                                         
→ No SOTC possible for the new partner  

→ Possible integration of the NEW COUPLE 
FORMED into the cadre during the SEASON 
2023-2024 after evaluation by the National 
Ice Dance Coach, in case the athlete has 
obtained a selection in the Junior National 
team, in a National cadre or in the Novice 
Inter-regional cadre with his/her FORMER 
partner at the very beginning of the SEASON 
2023-2024.                                                                                       
→ No SOTC possible for the new partner 

 



 

 

 

Elite / SENIOR 

  

Before Selection into the cadres 2023-
2024 (without the possibility of reaching 
the criterias required for selection into 
the cadres for the season 2023-2024) 

Before selection to the cadres (with 
achievement of the required criterias for 
cader selection + participation in at least 2 
National competitions among Test 
Skate/Swiss Cup/Swiss Championship during 
the season 2022-2023) 

After selection to the cadres 2023-2024 (at 
the very beginning of the season) 

Partner who 
continue Ice-
Dance 

Integration to the list of athletes 
searching partner 

Integration to the list of athletes searching 
partner 

Integration to the list of athletes searching 
partner + Maintain SOC for season 2023-
2024 

Partner who 
stopped Ice-
Dance 

Withdrawal from the current cadre (at 
the moment of separation) 

Withdrawal from the current cadre (at the 
moment of separation) 

Withdrawal from the current cadre (at the 
moment of separation) + Financial penalty 
due to the costs involved (camp booking, 
budgeting, partner search work, etc.) + 
STRICTLY NO possibility offered regarding 
what is mentioned below  

Case of re-
establishment 
of a couple 

→ Possible integration of the NEW 
COUPLE FORMED into the cadre during 
the SEASON 2023-2024 after evaluation 
following participation in the Swiss 
Championships, in case the athlete was 
part of the National Elite team or the 
National Elite cadre with his/her/ 
FORMER partner during the SEASON 
2022-2023.                                                                                       
→ No SOC possible for the new partner  

→ Possible integration of the NEW COUPLE 
FORMED into the cadre during the SEASON 
2023-2024 after evaluation at a National 
competition (Test Skate/Swiss-Cups/Swiss 
Championships), in case the athlete was part 
of the National Elite team or the National Elite 
cadre with his/her FORMER partner during 
the SEASON 2022-2023.   → No SOC possible 
for the new partner  

→ Possible integration of the NEW COUPLE 
FORMED into the cadre during the SEASON 
2023-2024 after evaluation by the National 
Ice Dance Coach, in case the athlete has 
obtained a selection in the Elite National 
Team or in the National Elite cader with 
his/her FORMER partner at the very 
beginning of the SEASON 2023-2024.                                                                                        
→ No SOC possible for the new partner  

 


